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Abstract
This tutorial aims at giving an account on the realizability models for several con 
structive type theories These range from simply typed   calculus over second order
polymorphic   calculus to the Calculus of Constructions as an example of depen 
dent type theory The models are made from partial equivalence relations pers
and realizability sets over an arbitrary partial combinatory algebra Realizability
semantics does not only provide intuitive models but can also be used for proving
independence results of type theories Finally by considering complete extensional
pers an approach to bridge the gap from type theory to constructive domain theory
is discussed
  Introduction
Denotational semantics for dependently typed or polymorphic calculi  ie com
plicated type theories in general  is rather intricate as one has to model families
of types and sums and products thereof Domainlike models for eg second
order  calculus are technically involved cf coherence spaces  where one
has to dene stable families	 and moreover do not allow for empty types which
are important if one tries to prot from the propositions as types paradigm
After the formulation of the e
ective realizability sets by Hyland in  it was
discovered that they provide an appealing semantics for typed functional	
programming languages  ie type theories cf 	
Models are useful for type theory as well as for other calculi	 since they
prove consistency and convey the intuition that is often blurred by the abun
dant syntax Consequently  the denotational semantics of a language might
help evaluating its features and even suggest enhancements or extensions
Moreover  independence results of certain constructs can be shown solely by
models
Realizability models are constructive and also rather intuitive  if one keeps
in mind the idea that realizers are codes representing programs in a low
c
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level machineexecutable	 language Realizability models are not only con
structive but also restrict to computable functions For semanticists this is
convenient since normally one is interested in identifying the computable el
ements in a model  eg when trying to prove universality  ie that any com
putable function in the model is denotable by a program Also pers are good
candidates for interpreting types since all their equalities are dened over
the same set of codes So one can obtain a satisfactory subtyping relation
for types Realizability models can cope with any advanced feature of mod
ern programming languages polymorphism  recursion on the level of types
as well as objects  and subtyping Thus it became a standard semantics for
objectoriented calculi cf     	
In this tutorial some recipes for realizability semantics for a selected num
ber of type theories are presented After a short introduction to pers and
realizability sets Section	 a brief overview of the various kinds of type the
ories is given in Section  and a permodel of the simply typed  calculus is
presented Next  the semantics of the secondorder polymorphic  calculus
Section 	 and the Calculus of Constructions with dependent types Sec
tion 	 are briey presented For proving the independence of small sums
and identity types we introduce extensional pers in Section  and nally indi
cate how one can approach constructive domain theory with extensional pers
Section 	
Due to space limitations semantics for object calculi are not treated in this
paper Being interested in realizability models  this tutorial does neither refer
to any notion of models  be it categorical  be it type frames Henkin models	 
although they are very elegant for a survey of the categorical ones consult
eg    	
 Preliminaries PER
D
 and Dsetobjects
As usual for a term t containing partial functions t  abbreviates t is dened
and t stands for t is undened Moreover   denotes strong equality  ie
s  t if  and only if  t   s   s  t or s  t
De nition  A quadruple hD  k si is called partial combinatory algebra
pca if D is a set    DD  D is a partial application functionand
k s  D such that for any x y z  D
k  x  y  x
s  x  y   s  x  y  z  x  z	  y  x	
Let hi  DD  D denote an encoding of pairing on D  
 


 D 
D the corresponding projections For sake of the presentation nt is used as
a meta notion for abstraction  ie nt stands for a realizer in D such that
for any m  D we have that nt	 m  tmn It is an easy  but tedious 
exercise to derive all the mentioned operations from the combinators s and k
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see eg 	 Moreover  K denotes the halting set  ie the set fd  D j d  d g 
and K its complement
In Sections 	 D will always denote an arbitrary partial combinatory
algebra It is sometimes instructive to have the canonical example for a partial
combinatory algebra  the natural numbers with Kleene application  in mind
when reading the denitions Kleene application is written fngm meaning the
nth Turing machine is applied to m If fngm  this can be written in terms
of the Kleenepredicate T as 	x T mn x	 The result y of the computation
x can be extracted via the resultfunction U   ie Ux	  y Appropriate
denitions of k and s can be given via the smn theorem
De nition  A Dset assembly	 X 	 consists of a set X together with
a  realizability relation   
 D  X such that there is a d  D with d   x
for any x  X If d   x we say d realizes x
A morphism between D sets f  X

 

	 X

 

	 is a function jf j  X


X

on their underlying sets such that there exists an e  D that tracks or
realizes jf j ie
x  X

 d  D d  

x e  d	  

jf jx	
and e  d  The carrier of a D set A is denoted jAj its realizability relation
 
A

Usually  one thinks of the elements of D as codes for elements of X  d   x
means d is a code for x With the Kleene partial combinatory algebra for
D  the codes are natural numbers Note  that there could be several codes for
any x  but there must be at least one
Remark  Any set X can be trivially embedded into the D set XDX	
ie the one with the full realizability relation We write r  Set  D set for
this embedding This gives rise to a reection from Set into D set
Proposition  For any D set A any set theoretic function f  jAj  X is
a D set morphism from A to rX
Proof In fact any n  D tracks f   since for any a  jAj and d  
A
a one has
n  d  
rX
fa	  because for all m  D we already have m  
rX
fa	
De nition  A D set X 	 is called modest if
x x
 
 X n   x  n   x
 
 x  x
 
ie any d  D can just code one object in jAj The collection of modest sets
is called Mod
D

The modest sets  Mod
D
  form a full subcategory of Dset
According to   p the e
ective closed objects in the e
ective
topos were dubbed modest sets by Dana Scott
Once having codes for all our elements of a given set  one can even forget
about the elements at all and consider partial partitions of the codes
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De nition  A D set X 
X
	 is called a PER
D
object if X 
 D	nfg
A  B  A  B   for all AB  X and d  
X
A i	 d  A
Again  PER
D
is a full subcategory of Dset  but not only of Dset By de
nition any code can only realize one equivalence class  the one it belongs to
Therefore  PER
D
is also a full subcategory of Mod
D
 More precisely  PER
D
and Mod
D
are equivalent
Proposition  There are maps o  Mod
D
 PER
D
and   PER
D
Mod
D
such that oR		  R for any PER
D
 object R and oM		


M for any
modest D set M 
Proof Let  be the obvious embedding since any PER
D
object X	 is
modest by the second condition of the denition For any modest set M let
oM	  R	 where R  ffd  D j d  
M
xg j x  jM jg
such that R 
 D	 but R  fg as any element of M must be realized by
some d  D If e  fd  D j d  
M
xg  fd  D j d  
M
yg then e  
M
x
and e  
M
y such that x  y as M is modest  hence fd  D j d  
M
xg 
fd  D j d  
M
yg Thus we have proved that oM	 lives in PER
D
 It is
straightforward to prove the remaining part of the proposition
In categorical terms  the above proposition gives rise to an equivalence
There is also an alternative denition of PER
D
objects which better ex
plains the name PER
D
 which stands for partial equivalence relation on codes
in D Two codes are in the relation if the elements they denote are considered
to be equal The relation is partial as a type is also a membership predicate
on the codes  not all elements of D or natural numbers for the Kleene pca	
are necessarily coding an element of the type
De nition 	 A partial equivalence relation per	 on D is a symmetric and
transitive relation R 
 D  D The carrier or domain of R is de
ned as
domR  fd  D j dR dg and QR	  fd
R
j d  domRg is the set of equiva 
lence classes elements in the carrier of R
A morphism between two pers R and S is a function f  QR	  QS	 with
an n  D such that d  D d  domR  fd
R
	  n  d
S
 By PER we
denote the such de
ned category of pers
Note that if we have aR b then by symmetry and transitivity aR a and bR b
holds  which already implies that a b  domR But in general a per is not
necessarily reexive A permorphism is already uniquely determined by a
realizer n  D such that dR e  n  dS n  e where it is implicitly assumed
that n  d and n  e are dened  ie n is total on domR
Proposition 
 Pers and PER
D
 objects are isomorphic
Proof For any per R let R	  QR		 which is obviously a PER
D
object
by denition of equivalence class For a PER
D
object M	 let M	 

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R
M
where dR
M
d
 
i
 there is an X  M such that d  X and d
 
 X By
denition R
M
is symmetric and  since XY MX  Y    X  Y   it is
transitive
This gives rise to an isomorphism between the categories PER and PER
D

Therefore  we often do not distinguish between a per and the corresponding
PER
D
object
De nition  Let   be the per for which d  d
 
holds for any d d
 
 D Its
isomorphic PER
D
 object is usually also denoted  
More about pers and modest sets can be found eg in   
 About Types and Type Dependencies
Most modern programming languages are typed In fact  types  more pre
cisely the type checker run before compilation  indeed help the programmer
avoid errors solely caused by typee incompatibility Types can be regarded
as rough specications of the objects a programmer has to deal with Later
we will see that depending on the strength the expressive power	 of the type
system  the types of a functional language can even express formulas of higher
order intuitionistic logic  and thus specications written in such a logic in the
sense of an abstract data type	 Inhabitants of the types become proofs of the
corresponding proposition which supports the slogans proofs as programs and
propositions as types   As MartinLof put it a proposition is dened
by prescribing how we are allowed to prove it 
When speaking about type theory one usually refers to extensions of
simply typed lambdacalculus by constructors and eliminators for inductively
dened types
The simplest functional type theory  therefore  is the wellknown simply
typed  calculus
 A per model for the simply typed   calculus
Let   denote types and t s terms  V the enumerable set of variables The
simply typed  calculus o
ers product    	 and function types    	 
supporting application t t
 
	 and abstraction  x   t	
There exist many concrete models  being all cartesian closed categories the
corresponding abstract notion of model for typed  calculus	 The permodel
consists of computable functions only
  PERd   d
 
i
 d   	 d
 
i
 d
 
d
 
 
 d

 d
 

n  m i
 i
 d  
 
	 d
 

This induces denitions of products   and exponentials 	

in PER
Products come  of course  equipped with tupling and projection operations 
realized by nmhnmi and n n
 
and n n

  respectively It is an easy
exercise to dene a realizer for proj
n
i
  the ith projection of an nary product
The exponentials can be endowed with internal	 evaloperations  realized by

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n n
 
 n

  and internal	 curryoperations  realized by nde n  hd ei 
at any types or pers	  ie they are identical on the underlying codes and
will be useful in the future to abbreviate semantic terms
The contexts of the  calculus are interpreted as follows
  PERhi   x     
Finally one can give semantics to the typing judgements   t
var	 x

 

     x
i
 
i
    x
n
 
n
 x
i
  proj
n
i
app	   t s  n eval  t  n   s  n	
abs	    x   t  curry x    t	
It is readily checked that the interpretation is type sound  ie   t  

if   t   is derivable  and equationally sound  ie the equational rules
	 
 	 of the  calculus are preserved More precisely if   a  b is
derivable then   a    b
Instead of contexts being partial nite maps	  one could also use envi
ronments total nite maps	 without necessity of building products The
presented technique is  however  nearer to categorical logic and type theory
and generalizes nicely to dependently typed calculi  cf Section 
Note that analogously one could obtain a model working with PER
D

objects  modest Dsets  or even just Dsets instead of pers
One might argue that the semantics of simply typed  calculus is given in
terms of the untyped  calculus hidden in the underlying partial combinatory
algebra Indeed  it can be shown that the denotation of a typed term is
realized by the term itself with all type annotations stripped o
  But the
equational theory of the simply typed  calculus is much more extensional
than the underlying untyped one coded as pca  ie more equalities hold
 Type Theories and Logic
The types of the  calculus above can be viewed as propositions where op
erator for function space 	  	 is identied with logical implication
	  	 Therefore  according to the CurryHowardisomorphism  types
correspond to the propositions formulas	 of the implication fragment of intu
itionistic propositional logic and terms represent proofs of such propositions
In the simply typed  calculus objects just depend on other objects vari
ables in the context	 and types do not depend on anything at all Types and
objects can thus be dened separately But new dependencies in three other
dimensions can be introduced terms and types might depend on types  giving
rise to secondorder polymorphic calculi  types might depend on terms  giving
rise to dependently typed calculi  and type operators might be rstorder cit
izens  giving rise to higherorder calculi with kinds that serve as types for
the types themselves By inspecting the vertices of the corresponding three
dimensional cube socalled  cube 	 eight systems are individuated em

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bodying several or all of these dependencies The most prominent ones are
baptized second order or polymorphic   calculus  discovered independently by
Reynolds and Girard  who called it System F   and the Calculus of Con 
structions by Huet and Coquand 
The second order polymorphic  calculus extends the simply typed one
providing  roughly speaking  another  abstraction on the level of types The
corresponding type former is X where X is a type variable and  is a type
containing the variable X Sometimes it is also denoted X because under
the propositionsastypes regime the product type corresponds to universal
quantication The product type X is a polymorphic type ranging over
all types  including X itself  hence it is also called impredicative product
type A polymorphic type is instantiated when a term of its type  eg X t 
X   

is applied to some term s    obtaining ts	   X
There are also predicative versions of type abstraction where the variable
X only ranges over a certain universe kind	 that does not contain the poly
morphic type itself The standard example of a language with predicative
polymorphic types is SML  where the types can occur only outermost
thus omitted in SML	 and range only over monomorphic types
The Calculus of Constructions is a further extension and embodies depen
dent product types with an impredicative universe A dependent product type
x   contains of all functions f   
S
s 
 sx such that fs	   sx
Having these dependent products and a universe Prop  we can express the
impredicative product type of System F  X  as x  Prop  In contrast
to System F one can even write things like p    Prop  as universes like
Prop can now be used to form higherorder types
An inductive type is given as a least xpoint of a strictly	 positive type
operator  eg the type of natural numbers N is obtained as XF X	 where
the operator F is dened via F X	    X Usually such types are ax
iomatized by constructors  in this case   N and succ  N  N and an
eliminator which is structural induction for predicates  in case of N it is
R  P  N  Prop P 	  n  NP n	  P succn			 n  NP n	
The equational rules are RP f g   f and RP f g succn		  g n RP f g n	
In type theories where universes of sets and propositions belong to the same
universe  primitive higherorder	 recursion and structural induction can be
uniformly expressed by just one and the same eliminator The R above rep
resents small elimination  since P n is of type Prop  ie one can only dene
elements or proofs inductively If we want to dene also types or proposi
tions	 inductively we call this large elimination and P nmust accordingly have
a type U that contains the type of all propositions  ie Prop  U 
Inductive types can be generalized to the dependent case inductively de
ned families 	
 
The capital   is the usual notation for polymorphic terms and has nothing to do with
the  notation for terms of a pca

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Analogously to dependent products type	 there exist also dependent
sums  types	  written  x      where  may depend on the variable x of
type  Elements of such a type are tuples a b	 where a   and b   ax
The sum can be also coded as an dependently typed	 inductive type There
are two kinds of  types  small and big ones For the small ones the formation
rule reads
  A  Prop  x  A    Prop
   x  Prop   Prop
and for the big ones
 x  A    Prop
   x  Prop  type
The big sums are only consistent with small elimination  otherwise one gets a
contradiction via Girards paradox 
Another most prominent theory is Martin Lof Type Theory  having
predicative polymorphic types  small dependent sums  the type of natural
numbers  dependent types  and inductive denitions of new types In par
ticular  as Leibniz equality  ie x  y  P  X  Prop P x	  P y	  is
not denable  one uses an dependently inductive type  identity types to ex
press equality on the propositional level Those are usually written Id
 
MN	
where  is the type of M and N  The only inhabitant of an identity type in
the empty context is r
 
M	 with type Id
 
MM	 The eliminator follows a
general scheme for inductively dened families  and can be found eg in
    As it is technically complicated and not of further interest in
this paper  we do not go into details here
Under the propositionsastypes regime one can regard the polymorphic
type X as a secondorder quantication X and a dependent prod
uct type a    as a universally quantied proposition a     A type
p    Prop can be seen as a quantier over predicates p  	   Thus 
System F implements secondorder intuitionistic propositional logic whereas
MartinLofTypeTheory implements intuitionistic predicate logic on higher
types  and Calculus of Constructions nally implements higherorder intu
itionistic predicatelogic
 A Model for the Secondorder  Calculus
In this chapter the secondorder polymorphic  calculus is discussed with the
main focus on the impredicative product type and its peculiarities
 The Syntax
The main di
erence with respect to the simply typed  calculus from Section 
is that types and terms can depend on type variables Therefore types must
be interpreted in contexts of types  whereas objects have to be interpreted in
contexts of types and other objects
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The corresponding judgements change accordingly and we need two di
er
ent kinds of context The technical machinery for the concrete interpretation
function necessarily becomes more clumsy  so we omit the details since in
presence of dependent types and universes  polymorphism becomes a derived
concept So secondorder  calculus is a subsystem of the Calculus of Con
structions that will be treated more thoroughly below in Section 
Let ! denote a type context and  an object context Then we have
judgements for wellformed types of the form
!  
and judgements for welltyped terms of the form
!"  t   
Apart from the rules for the !independent	 old  terms and ! and 
independent	 types we have a rule for polymorphic or universal	 product
formation
!X  
!  X
polymorphic product introduction
!X"   t  
!"  X t  X
X not free in 
and elimination
!"   X b  X !  
!"  X b	  X

 Modeling impredicative products
First  note that a nontrivial classical set theoretic model cannot exist for
impredicative polymorphic types just for cardinality reasons
Assume the contrary and let U be a set containing the interpretations of all
types  ie let U contain all base types and let it be closed under the following
type operations if AB  U then A  B  U and if F  U  U then

BU
F B	  U  As the model should not be trivial there exists an A  U
such that jAj   Now consider 
BU
B  A	


 
BU
B	 A by currying
The following inequation holds
j
BU
B  A	j  j 
BU
B	 Aj  j 
BU
B	j  j
BU
B  A		j
where the last inequality holds since 
BU
B  A	 is itself in U again Thus
j
BU
B  A	j  j
BU
B  A		j  j
BU
B  A	j
holds  hence we have a contradiction This proof is due to lectures of Hyland
and Streicher  a similar one can be found in 
However  a less classical but more constructive model works using pers
and uniformly tracked morphisms As for the introductory example of the
 calculus  we use pers or isomorphically PER
D
objects	 to model the types
of the polymorphic  calculus The function spaces are interpreted as before 

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the main problem are the impredicative types Types can depend on types
in context  so for any map F  PER  PER dene
F 
 
RPER
F R	
which is easily proven to be a per again and then stipulate that !   be
always a !indexed family of pers such one can dene
!  X	   R  PER !X  R		
Given !X"   b   type application can be interpreted as below
!"   X b	 " 	  eval
R X R
!"   X b" 	 !   		
where eval
F
is dened as follows
eval
F
n
F
 R	  n
F R
obviously realized by n n
 
 The denition of eval
F
supports the intuition
that the permodel is a typefree representation of the polymorphic calculus
A polymorphically typed term and any of its type instances are tracked by the
same realizer  ie represented by the same code  just viewed at di
erent
types
An interesting observation due to  is that the per F is  up to isomor
phism  indeed an internal	 product First  we have to dene such internal
products in Dsets and modest Dsets
 Families of D sets and their internal sums and products
De nition  Given a D set  and a jj indexed family of D sets A  jj 
D set we de
ne

 A	 is the D set satisfying the following requirements
j A	j  f a	 j   jj a  jA	jghmni  
 A
 a	 i	 m  

  n  
A
a

Moreover  A	 is the D set satisfying the following requirements
j A	j  f f  
jj
jA	j 
	n  D  jjm  Dm  

  n m  
A
f	 g
n  
A
f i	   jjm  Dm  

  n m  
A
f	 
Proposition  If  is a D set and A  jj  Mod
D
is a jj indexed family
of modest D sets then  A	 is modest and  A	 is modest if  is modest
Proof We just proof the case  the  case is similar If n  
A
f and
n  
A
g then for any   jj and d  

 we have n  d  
A
f	 and
n  d  
A
g	 and as A	 is modest we have that f	  g	 so by
extensionality we have f  g
The following theorem from  states that internal	 products of families
of modest Dsets indexed by a Dset with trivial realizability structure a

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universe	 are up to isomorphism exactly the intersections of the set of corre
sponding pers
Theorem  Let  be a set and A  jrj  Mod
D
be a family of  indexed
modest sets Then r A	



T
jj
oA			 in Mod
D

Proof Dene an isomorphism G  
T
jj
oA			  r A	 as follows
Gn
T
  j j
oA
	     jj n
oA
  which has a realizer k n and is thus
in r A	 For the inverse map consider an h  jr A	j tracked by
m  D Then for all    and for all k  D we have k  
r
 such that
m  k  
A
h	 for all   jj  ie m  k  domoA		 for all     hence
m  k  dom
T
jj
oA		
For an isomorphism in Mod
D
it is necessary to prove that G and its inverse are
realizable ButG is tracked by de d and its inverse simply by eg mmk
where k  D arbitrary as r carries the full realizability structure	
The above theorem says that our interpretation of X for the secondorder
 calculus via intersection coincides with the internal product in Mod
D
as the
universe of types is given by rPER
D
carrying the full realizability structure
 A Model for the Calculus of Constructions
 The Calculus of Constructions
First we dene the raw or prewellformed terms of the Calculus of Construc
tions CC	
The prewellformed object and the prewellformed type expressions are
dened by mutual induction
E  Prop j universe of propositions
Proof t	 j generic family
x  EE j dependent product type
t  x j variables
 x  E t j app
x	EE
t t	 j abstraction and application
x  E t products in Prop
A precontext is an expression of the form x

A

    x
n
A
n
  where n  N  the x
i
are syntactically di
erent variables  and all free variables of A
i
are contained in
x

     x
i
 This syntax with the explicit use of the generic family is useful
to distinguish between propositions as objects and propositionsastypes A
proposition t is an element of Prop and occurs on the left of the colon in the
syntax above If it shall be seen as a type  one has to use the generic family 
and Proof t	 can only occur on the right hand side of a colon

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Remark  Note that this distinction is blurred in many presentations eg
 However it is essential for understanding type theories with uni 
verses and it is important when interpreting them
The application function must be annotated with type information denoted
app
x	AB
s t	 Otherwise a situation might occur where we would have to
choose an interpretation for B  A  Prop Only in special cases  like
the pure term model where x  ABx	  x  A
 
 B
 
x	 i	 A  A
 
and
B  B
 
 uniqueness of the interpretation of product types can be guaranteed
and one is liberated from choices This was originally observed by  see
also Section 
 The rules of CC
There are four di
erent kinds of judgements
De nition  A judgement is of the form
i	 A type A is a type
ii	 t  A  t is an object of type A
iii	 A  B A and B are equal types
iv	 s  t  A  s and t are equal objects of type A
De nition  A pre sequent is an expression of the form
i	  ok  is a wellformed context
ii	   # A and B are equal contexts
iii	 jJ  in context  judgement J holds
where  denotes a pre context and J a judgement
The following rules describe inductively those precontexts and sequents that
are valid
 Context formation and equality
Empty	
 hi ok
Cont	
  A type
hi   x  A ok
x  FV 	
Ceq	
  x  A# ok   A  B
  x  A#   x  B#
We omit the rules that ensure that context equality is an equivalence relation
The empty context is usually not written explicitly  ie instead of hi  J
one writes  J 
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 Type formation and equality
Prop	
  ok
  Prop type
Gen	
  p  Prop
  Proof p	 type
	
 xA  B type
  xAB type
Again  in the presentation we omit the rules that ensure that type equality
is an equivalence relation Two very important rules  however  are explicitely
mentioned below
conv	
  A  B   t  A
  t  B
conv	
  A  B   t  s  A
  t  s  B
 Object formation
var	
  x  A
 
ok
 x  A
 
 x  A
 	
 xA  t  B
   xA t  xAB
app	
  t  xAB   s  A
  app
x	AB
t s	  Bsx
	
 xA  p  Prop
  xA p  Prop
 Object Equality

	
 xA  t  B   s  A
  app
x	AB
 xA t s	  tsx  Bsx
Proof	
 xA  p  Prop
  Proof xA p	  xA Proof p	
The obvious congruence rules for the equality  are omitted for ease of presen
tation Sometimes admissible rules for substitution replacement rules	 and
weakening are added to the calculus The interested reader will nd a detailed
exposition eg in 
Polymorphic types are now those of the form Proof x  Prop t	 It is well
known that in secondorder logic the logical connectives     	 and Leibniz
equality can be dened in terms of  see eg the introduction of 	
By 	 the universe Prop is impredicative as in the premiss A can be

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arbitrary  eg Prop A predicative variant could look as follows

pred
	
  A  Prop  xProof A	  p  Prop
  xA p  Prop
This is the way types are dealt with in MartinLofTypeTheory
 Sums and products of pers relative to a context
Before we start to dene an interpretation function  we must provide some
more constructions on Dsets products and sums of Dsets indexed by Dsets
relative to a context	 Dset in categorical terms we have a locally cartesian
closed category	
De nition  Let  be a D set A  jj  D set a jj indexed family of
D sets and B  j A	j  D set a j A	j indexed family of D sets

Then de
ne 

AB	 as a jj indexed family satisfying
j

AB	j fa b	 j a  jA	j b  jB a	jg
and with realizability relation
hmni  
 
 
AB
a b	 i	 m  
A
a  n  
Ba
b

Then de
ne 

AB	 as a jj indexed family satisfying
j

AB	j  ff  
ajAj
jB a	j j 	n n  

 
AB
fg
where the realizability relation   is given by
n  

 
AB
f i	 a  jA	jm  Dm  
A
a n m  
Ba
fa	

Let p  j

AB	j and a  j A	j then eval
AB
p a		  p	a		 
jB a		j eval is realizable by nz n
 
 z	  n

 z	

Let t  j A	 B	j then curry
AB
t		   a  jA	j t a	 A real 
izer for curry is m znm  hz ni so curry
AB
t		  

AB	
Convention With pers we always mean PER
D
objects in this section  as
PER
D
forms a full subcategory of Dset
The meet operator on pers  F   from the last section can be relativized
to contexts   written 

  as well as sums of pers indexed by pers themselves
so called small sums	  written 

 Therefore  the following denition is the
equivalent of Denition  for PER
D

De nition  Let  be a D set A  jj  D set a jj indexed family of
D sets and B  j A	j  PER
D
a j A	j indexed family of pers

Then de
ne the product 

AB	     jj QR		 as a jj indexed
family of PER
D
 objects where R	 is given by
nR	m i	 a  A	k k
 
D k k
 
  a n  k	 B a	 m  k
 
	

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
If A is a family of pers too ie A  jj  PER
D
and B  j A	j  PER
D
then de
ne the small sum 

AB
    jj QR		 as a jj indexed
family of PER
D
 objects where R	 is given by
hn

 n

iR	 hm

m

i i	 n

A	m

and n

B n


A
	m



Let p  

AB	 and a  j A	j then
eval

AB
p a		  fd  n j d  p	  n  
A
a	g  QB a		 

Let t  j A	 B	j where B is a family of PER
D
 objects then we de
ne
curry

AB
t		 to be
fn j ajA	jk  D k  
A
a n  k
Ba
 t a	 g  Q

AB		
The maps eval

and curry

are realizable by the same codes as eval and
curry of De
nition 
Note that by Theorem  

AB	 is isomorphic to	 the intersection of all
B a			
aA
if A	 carries the full realizability structure
 Interpretation
One main slogan for the interpretation of the Calculus of Constructions could
be contexts areDsets  Prop is the universe of all pers and thus a Dset  small
types  ie elements of Prop  are pers  and terms of those types are equivalence
classes of certain pers
Unfortunately  the dependent types complicate the interpretation   makes
the de
nition unorthodox according to 	 as wellformed types cannot be
dened independently of provable sequents Consequently  there is a known
problem about de
ning a model semantics of rich type theories like the calcu 
lus of constructions that is since there may be more than one derivation of a
derivable judgement a direct inductive de
nition by induction on derivations
is questionable 
A solution is the method presented in  namely to give an a priori
partial interpretation function dened by induction on the syntax of the pre
terms$sequents Of course  the interpretation function must be proved well
dened on derivable sequents a posteriori As usual  one must also show its
soundness wrt the equality rules of the calculus
In this way Streicher gave an interpretation of the Calculus of Construc
tions in socalled doctrines of constructions which provide a categorical notion
of models based on contextual categories As we want to keep the presentation
as simple as possible  we will give a direct interpretation in Dset In that
point we follow Luo 
We inductively dene an a priori partial interpretation function   asso
ciating

with any precontext  its denotation  which is a Dset  if dened at all"

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
with any precontext  and prewellformed type expression A  such that
jA is dened  a family of types Dsets	 M   ie M  jj  Dset"

with any precontext  and prewellformed expression t  such that jt
is dened  a family M  jj  Dset together with a realizable section
s  M	  ie s	  jM	j for any   jj
The interpretation of precontexts and pairs of precontexts and preexpressions
is by structural induction First  we interpret the precontexts
hi   xA  jA	
For the following presequents we consider the lefthand side to be dened if 
and only if  all the constituents of the righthand side are dened
jProp  rPER
D
jProof t	  jt	
jX  AB 

















jA  x  AjB		
if  x  AjB  j x  Aj  Mod
D


jA  x  AjB	
otherwise
j xA t  





















curry

jAM
 xAjt	
if  xAjt   x  AM	 for some
M  j x  Aj Mod
D
curry
jAM
 xAjt	
otherwise
japp
x	AB
s t	  

























if jt  jA and
js  jx  AB then
eval

jAx	AjB
js jt	
if  xAjB  j x  Aj Mod
D
eval
jAx	AjB
js jt	
otherwise
jxA t  

jA  xAjt	
 xA#jx  a 
 
	  a where  a 
 
	   xA#
The type annotations of the application below are necessary as explained in
Remark  Observe how B is used to determine the interpretation of the
type of s That all the interpretations of terms are realizable sections follows

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from previous results about curry and eval	 Only for  xA#jx this must
be checked explicitly but it is realized by the jth projection  provided a is the
jth element of the context  xA#
Remark  Note that the case analysis for  is necessary since we must
satisfy the equation Proof x  Prop t	  x  Prop t but as the equality
judgement on types is interpreted as equality in D set and modest sets and
PER
D
 objects are only equivalent up to isomorphism we cannot simply restrict
to the second case Consequently analogous case analyses are necessary for
abstraction and application
To summarize all the semantic equations we dene
De nition  The function  as de
ned above is a well typed interpreta 
tion function from sequents of the Calculus of Constructions into D sets
Theorem 	 Correctness of the interpretation
i	 If   ok then  de
ned
ii	 If   A type then jA de
ned
iii	 If   t  A then jt and jA are de
ned
and   t   jA	
iv	 If    # then   #
v	 If   A  B then jA  jB
vi	 If   t  s  A then jt  js
Proof sketch The proof is by structural induction The only places where it
is explained in detail seem to be   using however a categorical semantics 
and  We just consider two cases and leave the rest to the interested reader
For ii	 consider
	
 xA  B type
  xAB type
such that by induction hypothesis  x  AjB is dened and thus  and
jA must be dened Assume that  x  AjB is not a family of PER
D

objects Since by denition   xAB  

jA  x  AjB	 and
since all constituents of the right hand side are dened  also the result must
be dened If B is a family of pers the argumentation is analogous
For iii	 consider
	
 x  A  p  Prop
  xA p  Prop
By induction hypothesis  xA  p   xA  xAjProp	 Moreover 
it must be dened such that   jA must be dened too According to
the interpretation function   xA p  

jA  x  Ajp	 which by
our assumptions is dened and due to the interpretation function an element
of     jjrPER
D
	 But again by denition jProp equals   
jjrPER
D
and thus jxA p   jProp	

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Observe that iiii	 ensure totality of the interpretation function on deriv
able sequents  iii	 ensures the welltypedness of the interpretations of terms
with respect to the interpretations of types  and iiivi	 correspond to the
usual soundness of the interpretation Recall that the reason for the case
analysis for the interpretations of     and app is that modest Dsets and
PER
D
objects are only equal up to isomorphism
Proposition 
 The model is logically consistent
Proof We have to prove that the type corresponding to the proposition false
 x  Prop x is empty has no inhabitant	
 x  Prop x  
hi
hijProp x  Propjx	
 

PER
D
 id
PER
D
	


T
XPER
D
X   
Proposition  The above interpretation function can be extended to iden 
tity types
Proof Recall that for any A  Prop we have Id
A
s t	  Prop and  moreover 
r
A
 t  A Id
A
t t	
jId
A
s t	  



   	 if s  t
fn jn  
jA
sg	 if s  t
jr
A
    xjjAj fn  D jn  
A
xg
Obviously the interpretation of r
A
is realizable The interpretation is correct
since jId
A
s t	  yields a PER
D
object an  moreover  jr
A
   jt  A Id
A
t t	 
 Pers and Partiality  Extensional Pers
So far  Dset and permorphisms A B have been total maps  even if their
realizers stand for partial recursive functions D  D that are only total on
the set fd  D j 	a  jAj d  
A
ag  consequently the realized maps are total 
too When approximating innite computations  partiality and partial orders
become an important concept Therefore  it is desirable to incorporate those
notions into pers
For that purpose  in this and the following chapters we just consider
Kleene%s rst partial combinatory algebra N cf Section 	 Therefore  we
instantiate Dsets  putting D  N  and call those sets Kleene application
fg is used instead of   
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 Partial maps
Convention In this section the term per will usually refer to objects in
PER
De nition  A partial map from a per A to a per B with re domain is
a partial map f  QA	  QB	 such that there exists a realizer n  N for f
with
a  jAj fnga   fnga
B
 fa
A
	  fa
A
	  fnga 
AnMpartial map from A to B in the categorical setting is a span A
m
 D
g

B where g is a total map and m belongs to an admissible class of monos  ie
a collection of monos containing all identities  closed under composition and
pullbacks Let us see rst whether the above denition of partial map is an
instance of the categorical one
De nition  The set of   predicates on a per A is de
ned as follows
 A	  fB  PER j QB	 
 QA	  	W 

re
N domA	 W  domBg
where W 

re
N states that W is an re subset of N
The following can then be shown
Theorem  The class of monos M
p
in PER
D
de
ned as follows
M
p
 fm  B  A j m is an inclusion in PER  B   A	g
is admissible
Proof eg 
Theorem  The category of pers with M
p
 partial maps is equivalent to
that of pers with partial maps with re domain as in De
nition 
Proof Sketch If A
m
 D
g
 B is an M
p
partial map then the desired f 
A B is dened as follows
fa
A
	 



ga
A
	 if a  C
undened otherwise
A realizer for f with the desired properties is m if fkgm thenfngm where
C is the domain of denition of fkg and n   g On the other hand  given
a partial map f with re domain realized by n dene C as the domain of
denition of fng and g is the obvious restriction of f to C which is again
realizable by n due to the denition
De nition  For any per A let A

be the per de
ned as follows
n A

m i	 fng   fmg   fng A fmg	  fng  fmg	

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For any per A the PER morphism up  A  A

maps an equivalence class
d
A
into zd
A

and is realizable eg by mzm
Example  n #N	

m i	 fng  fmg In particular n  

m i	 fng 
i	 fmg 
Note that 	

can be extended to a functor and up can then be shown to
be a natural transformation from the identity functor to 	


De nition  Let  denote  

and  and  its two equivalence classes of
natural numbers where n   i	 fng and n   i	 fng 
Recall that  due to our choice of pca  fng  means T n  x	 holds for some x 
or  in other words  the nth Turing machine started on the empty tape halts
Proposition 	 Given a partial map from per A to B with re domain
C   A	 there exists a unique total map from A to B

such that the following
square is a pullback
A
 
B
C


	&
 
B

up
B

Proof If n realizes the map from A to B and W is an re set of natural
numbers such that domA	 W  domC and W is the domain of denition
of fkg  then a realizer for the desired map is mz hr x yi T nm x	 
Ux	  r  T km y		
 
 It is obvious that the diagram commutes and also
easy to show that it is a pullback
One can even show that partial maps with  predicates as domain are in 
correspondence with total maps into lifted pers B

 The natural transforma
tion up is thus said to classify partial maps with re domains
Corollary 
  classi
es

the   predicates ie those of the form  A	 in
the category of pers
 Extensional PERs
The per  carries a natural partial order  ie n  m i
 fng   fmg 
The next step is to dene a class of pers that carry such a natural partial
order induced by  
The following denition of extensional pers is due to 
De nition  An extensional per A is a per A such that there exists a
subset S 
 N called the base of A BaseA	 with nAm i	 fngs  fmgs for
all s  S Let ExPER denote the set of all extensional pers

More precisely   
 
  up
 
 classies

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Proposition  The base of a nonempty extensional per is always uniquely
de
ned if it exists
Proof The base must obviously be contained in M  fs  N j nm 
N nAm fngs  fmgsg But if s is not in the base  then for all k  domA
and m there is an n with k An and fngs  m and there is an l with k A l
and flgs Then s cannot be in M since for a k such that fkgs  m or fkgs 
there is an n such that k An and a p  m with fngs  p  fkgs whence
s M 
Remark  The above prove hinges on the fact that the equality of the pca
N is decidable
Note that extensional pers are not closed under isomorphisms Consider eg
the per N  #N  fn n	 jn  Ng This is categorically unsatisfactory  but 
for concrete computations such a denition is more appropriate
Example  N

is an extensional per because we have that BaseN

	 
fg Also   is an extensional per as n m i	 true i	 s   fmgs  fngs
There exists a natural partial order on any extensional per A
De nition  Given realizers nm  domA then n  m if and only if
s  BaseA	 fngs   fmgs 
An extensional per can always be dened by xing its carrier and its base
De nition  For any  set  and family of extensional pers A  jj 
ExPER de
ne an extensional per 
ex
 A	 as follows
Base
ex
 A		  fhn si j 	  jj n  

  s  BaseA		gn  dom 
ex
 A		 i	   j
Proposition  For any  set  and family of extensional pers A  jj 
ExPER the extensional per 
ex
 A	 is the dependent product in ExPER
Proof Given n  dom
ex
 A	 and m  

x  a realizer for evalp x	 
Ax	 is s fnghm si If n  dom
ex
  AB	 then curryn	 is realized by
mks fnghhmki si
Along the same lines one can dene dependent products 
ex

AB	 relative to a
context analogously to Section 	 and thus the interpretation of Section 
works also for extensional pers
Corollary  The extensional pers form a model of the Calculus of Con 
structions
Proof Sketch Take literally the interpretation function from Section  just
substituting 

by 
ex

and also curry

and eval

by the corresponding ver
sions for extensional pers The correctness theorem is proved analogously
Proposition 	 Any extensional per A satis
es the following condition
x  y  	 N

A
 x	  y	

Reus
called separation condition
Proof If x  y in A then there is a realizerm such that fxgm  fygm Take
for  the map realized by nz fngm to obtain the desired result
 Independence results via Extensional Pers
Theorem 
  The calculus of constructions can be extended both with
small sums and identity types but both concepts are independent from each
other and the other axioms
Proof We already noticed that the per model of section  models identity
types cf Proposition 	 and small sums cf Denition 	 First  we
construct a model of CC  that has sums but no identity types For that
purpose we consider only pers R for which  R  holds and choose an encoding
such that h i   and fgn   The collection of those pers shall be called
PER The interpretation now is as in Subsection   just interpreting Prop
as rPER	 One easily obtains closure under impredicative products and
small sums for PER as for pers	 Identity types cannot be modelled because
any per ie type	 is inhabited by the equivalence class 
Next we construct a model that does not have small sums  but identity types
Here we need the extensional pers By Corollary  it is already clear that
extensional pers form a model of CC Also identity types can be modeled
because the empty per    as well as the terminal per    are both extensional
pers The di'cult part is to show that extensional pers are not closed under
small sums Consider the extensional per N

N
and the following family of
extensional pers indexed over it
Bh	 



N

if h   x 
 otherwise
We show that the sum  h  N

N
 Bh	 does not have the separation property
of Proposition  Since this property is preserved by isomorphic copies of
extensional pers it is su'cient to show this for an isomorphic copy of the sum
obtained by the isomorphism    h  N

N
 Bh	  S 
S
	 dened below 
where S 
S
	 denotes the following Dset
S  fh  N  N j h	  h  succ   x 	  h  succ   x 	gn  
S
h i
 graphh	 
 graphfng	
which is by denition a modest set isomorphic to a per Then
hn di	m	 









d if m    fng   x 
undened if m    fng   x 
fngm 	 otherwise
and the denition of  
S
is made in such a way that  indeed has a realizer 
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namely km if m   then k

elsefk
 
gm 	
Consider h x  i and h x  i in  h  N

N
 Bh	 Due to the above
mentioned isomorphism those elements are functions h
 
and h

in S such that
h
 
	    h

	    and h
 
 succ  h

 succ   x  Assume now that
there is a  such that h
 
	  h

	 We lead this to a contradiction showing
that h
 
and h

are not separable
Wlog we assume h
 
	 is dened We rst show that  considered as a map
S  N

is an e
ective operation  ie there is a realizer e such that fegn 
fng	 We show that the realizer e  
N

S  satises this requirement  ie
that nm  N fng  fmg  fegn  fegm Let nm  N and fng  fmg
By denition of  
S
  this implies nS m if nm  domS But as domS  N
by denition  we get that nS m which implies fegnN

fegm by denition of
e Since fegnN

fegm i
 fegn  fegm we are done Therefore  e gives rise
to an e
ective operation  say 
Next  apply the MyhillSheperdson Theorem stating that e
ective opera
tions are continuous wrt the nite information topology	 to  Consequently 
there is a nite f
 
v h
 
such that f
 
	  h
 
	 Let f

be the same like
f
 
  except f

	    so f

v h

 Moreover  observe that if n
 
 
S
f
 
and
n

 
S
f

then n
 
and n

must realize the same element in S  since fn
 
g and
fn

g have to extend nite thus   x 	 functions almost equal to f

except
at  where it must be undened Hence f
 
	  f

	 and putting all the
results obtained so far together we have
h
 
	  h
 
	  f
 
	  f

	 v h

	  h

	 
But as h
 
	 is dened and in N

the nite information	 order v is at  we
can conclude that h
 
	  h

	  contradicting our hypothesis
Note that there exists also a model that has neither small sums nor identity
types  for this and other independence result For details consult 
	 From Type Theory to Constructive Domain Theory
Up to equivalence extensional pers can also be dened di
erently cf 	
Theorem  For any extensional per E we have QE	 
 Q 
X
	 for some
per X Vice versa any per A with QA	 
 Q 
X
	 for some per X is isomor 
phic to an extensional per
Proof  If E is an extensional per then mE n i
 s  BaseE	 fmgs 
fngs fmgs  fngs  so QA	 
 Q 

BaseA
	
 Let QA	 
 Q 
X
	 Dene the isomorphic extensional per B  by giving
its domain and base  so n  domB i

	f  domAx  domX fngk   i
 ffgx  	  fngk i
 ffgx  	
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and BaseB	  domX The function fng in the above denition is uniquely
determined by f and therefore this gives rise to an isomorphism  realizable
by e  x x
nAm  n 
X
m x  domX fngx fmgx
 x  domX ffegngx  ffegmgx
 s  BaseB	 ffegngs  ffegmgs
 fegnB fegm 
Corollary  Any power of  is isomorphic to an extensional per
Convention Up to isomorphism extensional pers are subsets of  
X
for some
per X In the following we will usually refer to the latter denition when we
speak of extensional pers The natural order on an extensional per A such
that QA	 
 Q 
X
	 is then the pointwise order in  
X
  ie n  m i
 x 
domX fngx    fmgx  
But any per can be endowed with a partial preorder
De nition  Given a per A and elements x y  domA de
ne x v y i	
f  dom 
X
 ffgx    ffgy  
Before we can study the properties of this preorder let us consider what it
means for  
Proposition  For the extensional per  the partial preorder v coincides
with the natural one ie x v y i	 fxg   fyg  for all x y  dom  In
particular if x   and y   it holds that x v y
Proof First note that  is an extensional per by Corollary  If x v y then
it is clear that x  y by taking the identity for f  dom 

 For the inverse
direction rst observe that  is isomorphic to R
K
where nR
K
m i
 n  K 
m  K	"     R
K
is realized by i  nk x T n  x	 and its inverse
by j  nkx T n n x	
Assume now that for some x y  dom  N we have fxg   fyg 
and let f  dom 

be given such that fffgxg  but fffgyg Then we
can construct a realizer in dom 

that maps K into K implying that K
is re  which gives rise to an obvious contradiction The desired realizer is
x figffgfjgx		
Theorem  On extensional pers the partial order v de
ned above coincides
with the natural order 
Proof Given an extensional per A such that QA	 
 Q 
X
	 and a b 
domA  if a v b holds then by using f
x
 h fhgx for any x  domX we get
that a  b
For the inverse direction  let nm  domA and fng   fmg  First show
that there is a realizable f  Q 	  QA	 such that f	  n
A
and

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f	  m
A
 First prove that f is realizable by e  sz fngz  fmgz 
s	 where  and  are the intended operations on    ie any op  fg
satises the following s

op s
 

	 s

op s
 

	 i
 s

 s

	 op s
 

 s
 

	 To dene
the corresponding realizers of  and  is an easy exercise
If s   then fegs  z fngz and if s
 
  then fegs
 
 fngz  fmgz
But fngz  fmgz	 fmgz since by assumption fng   fmg  Therefore 
fegs 
X
n and fegs
 
 
X
m which su'ces as QA	 
 Q 
X
	 by assumption
Putting it altogether  we obtain that n v m i
 f	 v f	 which holds due
to Lemma  and by monotonicity
Just by denition we observe
Proposition  Any per function is monotone wrt the preorder v
Corollary  The relation v on extensional pers de
nes a partial order
Proof This is a consequence of Theorem 
 Complete Extensional Pers
For the following we need a per representing the natural numbers For pca N
it must obviously be N
De nition 	 An ascending chain in an extensional per A is an element of
A
N
such that nm  N n  m an	 v am	
Note that an ascending chain is uniformly given by a realizable function and
that any element of an extensional per can be viewed as a re subset on some
per X  because A can be seen as a subset of  
X
for some X by Theorem 
Closure under unions of ascending chains is quite a natural requirement that
leads to the notion of complete extensional per Clearly any union is also the
supremum of the ascending chain Therefore  any complete extensional per is
chaincomplete in the order theoretic sense
De nition 
  A complete extensional per is an extensional per that is
closed under unions of ascending chains
It is not necessarily the case that a chaincomplete extensional per in the
ordertheoretic sense	 is complete in the above sense Alternatively  order
theoretic suprema could be chosen instead of unions  the corresponding pers
are called  spaces cf 	
Proposition  The extensional per    

is complete
Proof For any ascending chain a realized by n  one can dene a realizer u
for the union
S
a setting u  z hmx yi T nm x	  T Ux  y		
 
 So
fug  i
 	m ffngmg   ie
S
a   i
 	m  N am	  
The union for  is thus parallel search In other more sequential	 pcas the
union in  might not exist  although  is still closed under ordertheoretic	

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suprema of the most important chains  the Kleenechains This is discussed
in  
The following theorem is due to ii	 and   Proposition i	
Theorem  Let X be a chain complete extensional per For any U 

 X	 and any ascending chain a  X
N
the following hold
i	 U is upward closed ie if x v y and x  U then y  U 
ii	
F
a  U i	 	nN a
n
 U 
Proof i	 Assume x  U and x v y Assume y  U and lead this to a
contradiction If there was a realizable function f  N X with image fx yg
such that f

x	  K and f

y	  K then from y  U it immediately follows
that f

U	  K which contradicts the fact that f

U	   N	 To dene
such a function  use the trick of the proof of the RiceShapiroTheorem
y
n
m




x if k  mT n n k	
y if 	k  mT n n k	
The chain y
n
is realizable as case analysis is allowed  because the Kleene
T predicate is decidable and so are bounded quantiers Now as X is chain
complete and y
n
m
is an ascending chain for any n one can dene fn	 
F
y
n
such that f is realizable which completes part i	
ii	  Let x 
F
a Let us proceed analogously to i	 Assume 	nN a
n

U  If there was a realizable function f  N X with image fa
n
jn  Ngfxg
such that f

x	  K and f

a
n
	 
 K for any n  N then one immediately
gets that f

U	  K which contradicts the fact that f

U	 must be in
 N	 The construction of f is also similar to i	
y
n
m




x if k  mT n n k	
a
k

if 	k  mT n n k	 where k
 
is the smallest such k
Now as X is chain complete and y
n
is again a realizable ascending chain for
any n  as already a was  dene fn	 
F
y
n
which completes the proof
 Suppose there is an n  N such that a
n
 U  Of course  a
n
v
F
a so by
i	 we get
F
a  U 
The theorem is stated for chain complete extensional pers so it works for
complete extensional pers as dened above	 as well as for chaincomplete
ones
Remark  If X   
N
 this is exactly the proof of the Rice Shapiro 
Theorem Note that if  is double negation closed ie x y   x  y	
x  y is realizable then the internal version of x  U  ie Ux	   where
U  dom 
X
 is also double negation closed and thus the proof by contradiction

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can be carried out in the internal logic of an appropriate realizability topos

Corollary  Given a complete extensional per and U   X	 then U is
Scott open
Corollary  Any morphism between extensional pers is Scott continuous
Proof Let a be a chain in X with supremum x By monotonicity of f
Proposition 	 we already know that
F
f  a	 v fx	 So it remains to
verify
F
f  a	 w fx	 Let us show that any upper bound of f  a is above
fx	
Assume nN y w fa
n
	  then we must show y w fx	 By Lemma i	
this means for any U   Y 	 that fx	  U  y  U  Now fx	  U implies
x  f

U	 where f

U	 is a  predicate on X Thus by ii	 there is
an a
n
 f

U	  so fa
n
	  U and by assumption y  U since U is upward
closed
The following corollary from  provides us with another model of the Cal
culus of Constructions
Corollary  The complete extensional pers form a model of the Calculus
of Constructions where all functions are continuous
Of course  if we want xpoints of arbitrary endofunctions we need complete
expers with a least element which means that the logic of our type theory
becomes inconsistent as every type  ie proposition  is inhabited In this case 
it is better to decree a second universe of data sets  say Set   which in our model
simply is the collection of all pers As complete	 extensional pers with least
elements	 are a subcollection of the collection of all pers  domains live in Set 
Obviously one needs another universe for the interpretation of Prop then 
eg the pers with at most one equivalence class They have enough closure
properties and lead to a proofirrelevant interpretation of the ambient logic
This embedding into an ambient logic in which one can reason about the
domains is a distinguishing feature of Synthetic Domain Theory with respect
to Axiomatic Domain Theory which is basically searching for categorical ax
iomatizations	 In   this has been done using a proof irrelevant version of
an extension of the Calculus of Constructions as internal language In Theo
rem  it has been already shown in which sense the pers form a model of this
type theory It is easy to do the same for pers with at most one equivalence
class The ideas go back to Dana Scott and several axiomatizations have been
suggested meanwhile an incomplete list may be eg        	
It has been observed that the extensional per model is quite special  as it val
idates many axioms that do not hold in other models cf eg  	
The logical approach o
ers the possibility of a formal development of Syn
thetic Domain Theory based on some axioms With the help of a theorem
prover the whole development can be checked mechanically modulo the ax
iomatization	 and this has been done in  for the experapproach

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 Conclusions and other applications
We have seen that realizability models are appropriate for interpreting de
pendently typed calculi and useful for proving independence results Using
extensional pers one also gets canonical models for Synthetic Domain Theory
    ie settings where the full function space consists of computable
functions only such that all functions between good ie complete exten
sional	 pers are automatically continuous An axiomatization of those models
of Synthetic Domain Theory can be developed internally in the logic of an
extended type theory In this case consistency of the extension is proved by
presentation of the realizability model   Note that there are also other
models of Synthetic Domain Theory that are not realizability models 
which are useful to compare synthetic with common Domain Theory but are
more restrictive wrt impredicative	 universes
Since in permodels the interpretations of	 types are equivalence classes
on the same set of codes  permodels are also most appropriate for modeling
subtypes Indeed  one can stipulate that pers A and B are in the subtype
relation A  B i
 A 
 B  ie xAy xB y  so QA	 
 Q

B	 and domA 

domB As they also model recursion they are often used for the semantics of
typed objectoriented languages or objectcalculi  where several suggestions of
variants of pers and expers	 have been made       In particular 
shows that models of Synthetic Domain Theory are useful also in this context
The growing interest for partial combinatory algebras di
erent from N  ie
Kleene%s rst algebra  cf   	 might reveal which features of the usual
realizability models are simply side e
ects of the special choice of N as pca
Therefore  this might help nding still better realizability models and thus
better axiomatizations of Synthetic Domain Theory
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